
Illness of a Family Member 
 
 
Aparici Martin, I.  Mom Goes to War.  In this heartening and hopeful book a 
mother facing cancer uses the form of a fairy tale to explain her illness to her 
beloved sons. In the allegory, the woman's body becomes the battleground 
where a war against the illness is waged: her red and white blood cells are 
portrayed as soldiers, and cancerous cells as attacking rebels.  

j PAR PIC Aparici Martin 
 
Bunting, E.  Sunshine Home.   Timmie and his parents make their first visit to 
Gram at a nursing home; she's had to move there since she fell and broke her 
hip. Until now, Gram has lived with Timmie's family and it is hard for them all to 
see her there.  The family hopes together that Gram will get well enough to come 
home while accepting that she may not.       j PAR PIC Bunting 
 
Butler, D.  My Grandpa Had a Stroke.  After Ryan's grandfather has a stroke, 
their close relationship has to change and with the help of his parents, 
rehabilitation professionals, and Grandpa himself, Ryan learns what a stroke is 
and the stroke's effect on his grandfather, now and in the future.        

 j PAR PIC Butler 
 
Gilmore, R. Grandpa's Clock.  Cayley and her grandfather have made nineteen 
clocks together, but now he has had a heart attack, and Cayley must help him to 
heal before they can return to making clocks.     j PAR PIC Gilmore 
 
Jarman, J.  Lovely Old Lion.  Young Lenny loves his grandfather, King Lion, very 
much. But Lenny has noticed that his grandpa is beginning to change from his 
once proud, kind, and stately self to a tired, forgetful, and sometimes not-so-kind 
fellow. Lenny gains understanding with a little help from Hippo, who explains that 
as King Lion gets old, "bits of him are wearing out" and that his brain isn't working 
quite as well as it did and so he forgets things. Lenny's marble collection, a gift 
from Grandpa, lets King Lion recall some enjoyable experiences from his youth. 
Aging, however, is inevitable, as is growing up. Later, when Lenny becomes king, 
with his own son, he always remembers his grandfather. And he reminds the 
young animals "to be kind to their grandpas and grandmas, and to help them 
remember."     j PAR PIC Jarman 
 
Kohlenberg, Sherry.  Sammy’s Mommy Has Cancer. Sammy's mommy receives 
treatment for cancer, goes into the hospital for surgery, recovers at home, and 
shares her continuing love for him.          j PAR PIC Kohlenberg 
 
Nelson, V.  Always Gramma.   A loving grandchild describes what it is like when 
Gramma becomes increasingly confused and forgetful, to the point that she can 
no longer take care of herself.           j Par Pic Nelson 
 



Ray, J.  The Dollhouse Fairy.   Rosy loves making special things for her 
dollhouse with her dad on Saturday mornings. When he suddenly goes into the 
hospital, Rosy worries about him, but she discovers a distraction inside the 
dollhouse. Suddenly, all is topsy-turvy, with furniture upended, and Thistle, a little 
fairy with a broken wing, has taken up residence. Rosy takes care of Thistle until 
she is well enough to fly. After Rosy's supportive father recovers and returns 
home, Rosy tells him about their secret visitor, only to find that Thistle has gone. 
The story unfolds with subtlety and sensitivity to the emotional issues at its heart.     

j PAR PIC Ray 
 
Ries. L.  Punk Wig. Mom is on her way to the hospital to get alien blobs zapped 
with medicine. The alien blobs are cancer. The treatment helps, but it also makes 
Mom lose her hair. One day she says, Today is wig day, and she and her son 
head down to Hariett s Hair, where they find wigs of all styles and sizes: big hair, 
short hair, spiky hair, and curly hair. Finally, Mom finds the wig she s been 
looking for and it looks perfect with her jeans and leather jacket.        

 j PAR PIC Ries 
 
Silver, A. Our Dad Is Getting Better.   

Our Mom Is Getting Better.  The children of this nation's 10 million cancer 
survivors, whose lives-just like those of their parents-have been seriously 
disrupted and forever altered by cancer, need thoughtful and engaging books to 
help them through the survivorship phase.This is exactly what Our Mom Is 
Getting Better and Our Dad Is Getting Better do.These books focus on what 
children need to hear when treatment ends-a message of hope and healing.  
Written and illustrated by three children, veterans of their mother's cancer 
diagnosis, these books are geared for children 4-8 years of age.    j PAR PIC  
Silver 
 
Watters, D.  Where's Mom's Hair? : A Family Journey through Cancer.  Told from 
the point of view of Watters son, this tells how his family prepared for his 
mother's postsurgery chemotherapy treatment.  The gentle kindness conveyed in 
the often-humorous writing will reassure young children facing similar 
circumstances that it is indeed possible to cope well with a parent's cancer.           

j 362.196 Watters 
 
Winthrop, E.  Promises.  At the opening of this moving and ultimately hopeful 
story, Sarah's mother is ill. During her treatment she seems to get sicker and 
sicker.  After a long time, her mother starts feeling better. But Sarah still has one 
more difficult discovery to make: Her mom can't promise that she'll never get sick 
again. She can make other promises, though, and those special promises are 
enough for now.    j PAR PIC Winthrop 
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